
4 Daily Habits for Actors

Want more energy, clarity & focus in your auditions, 

feel awesome & confident in YOUR body, less stressed 

out & more grounded when you walk into the audition 

room? Find joy in the process so many dread!

4 Tips to up- level your health, 

life & career 

1. Eat an Earlier Lighter Dinner- going to bed with a belly 

full of food leads to restless sleep, poor digestion, 

weight gain & feeling heavy plus lethargic the 

next morning. Eat an ELD (at least 3 hrs. before bedtime)  

and wake up feeling light, vibrant, and ready for action.

2. Early to Bed -"early to rise makes a man/woman 

healthy, wealthy and wise" -we all know it baby! 

Lights out by 10pm- computers off an hour before. 

Give yourself time to wind down, visualize your next day 

& your audition, take a bath, read an uneventful book. 

Prepare yourself for sleep. Wake up before sunrise, 

when consciousness is most expansive & 

do your most creative work. Design your day, now 

that you feel light, vibrant and well rested.

3. Start Your Day Right- our natural rhythm is to align 

 with nature's rhythm. Wake up when the sun

rises,  hydrate, fully eliminate, meditate & shake your 

bootie for 20 min.(yoga, H.I.I.T, walk/run..)  

Drink a GREEN smoothie for immediate 

nourishment. Take time to schedule in what needs 

to get done. Work on your most important tasks 

that align with your wildest, biggest goals & dreams

4. Sit in Silence Everyday- a.k.a. Meditate- carve out 

       1-20 min. am or pm to train your mind to be still, 

 focus on your breath, and connect to the bigger 

        picture of you. When you realize that you are so 

much more then just your thoughts, that you're a 

part of a bigger field of consciousness, then the day

to day earthly stresses seem way less important. 

By: Paula Pister- Yoga Health Coach and Actress


